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Abstract
This article discusses simulation of thermo-hydraulic characteristics of porous-net
matrix of rotor heat exchanger with conic heat transfer elements of transport gasturbine low-power engine. Heat transfer processes in porous-net matrix are studied
insufficiently, which creates considerable difficulties for designing of heat exchangers. Thermo-hydraulic processes in porous-net matrix composed of 10 layers of
metallic mesh wire used in heat transfer elements of rotor heat exchangers have been
simulated. The obtained results have been used for development of relationships
describing heating and cooling in porous-net matrix as a function of parameters of
heat carrier flow differing from the known relationships. In order to approbate the
obtained equations the heat recovery rate in rotor heat exchanger with a 270 kW
transport microturbine have been calculated by means of mathematical simulation
of thermo-hydraulic processes in porous-net matrix. The calculations of the heat
recovery rate of the given heat exchanger using verified temperature dependences
of the Colborne factor demonstrate good agreement with experimental data in the
range of one and a half percent.
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Introduction

Nowadays centralized power supply (heat and electricity) in Russia is partially transferred
to distributed power supply, based in small-size heat power plants running on gas and
renewable energy sources (biogas and others) [14, 21]. This is caused by increase in
demand for energy sources by consumers of relatively low power, increase in the scope
of residential construction and increased portion of low-height buildings, vast territories
not covered by centralized systems of electricity and gas supply, low densities of electric
loads in vast territories with running centralized electricity supply, long distance of
deteriorated power supply lines in the areas of low loads, high investments upon erection
of heat pipelines, as well as high losses upon their operation and others.
Similar trends of heat power engineering can be met in Western countries [2, 4].
The range of promising heat power miniplants is as follows: power assemblies running on inexpensive fuel (natural gas) on the basis of piston gas engines and microturbines. The microturbines require significantly lower technical maintenance. For
instance, Russian heat power plant on the basis of piston internal combustion engines
are characterized by maintenance at the intervals of 1000-1500 motor hours (6-8 times
per year). Current maintenance of Capstone microturbines (one of the leading US microturbine manufacturer [5, 6]) is performed at working site once per year and requires
external examination, replacement or cleaning of air filter.
One of the most important elements of microturbines is heat exchanger. Such heat
exchanger provides sufficiently high efficiency for modern microturbines (electrical efficiency of microturbine power plants is in the range of 29-34%). Installation of heat
exchanger in microturbine leads to significant decrease in its dimensions and weight.
Therefore, the issue of development of high efficient compact heat exchanger is quite
urgent upon designing of microturbines. At present microturbines are equipped mainly
with stationary recuperative heat exchangers [3, 5, 6, 8–11, 17, 23].
In addition, the activities devoted to rotor heat exchangers are under way. This is
related with their perfect compactness and efficiency. The works [16, 25–28] are devoted
to development of high-temperature and high efficient microturbines on the basis of
ceramic rotor heat exchangers. The main bottleneck of ceramic rotor heat exchangers is
low efficiency of their sealing, air leakage in them reaches 6%. In such heat exchangers
this is caused by the contact between the sealing and porous ceramic matrix. In order to
provide sufficient resource the sealing is pressed against porous matrix at low pressure,
which leads to very high leakage of compressed air (up to 6%) [25–28].
Cooled metallic framed rotor heat exchangers can also be applied in high-temperature
microturbines (Fig. 1) [1, 13]. In such heat exchanger sealing is pressed against cooled
flat framed surfaces. Such design provides insignificant air leakage via sealing of rotor
heat exchanger in the range of 1–1.5%.
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Figure 1: Rotor framed heat exchanger with conic heat transfer elements made of steel
fine mesh wire screen: 1 – framework, 2 – flat framework surface for installation of
sealing, 3 – porous-net conic heat transfer element, 4 – distributing (guiding) grid, 5 –
sealing of rotor heat exchanger.

2.

Experimental

One of the variants of cooling of framework of rotor heat exchanger is fabrication of conic
heat transfer elements. In this case almost all framework surface upon operation of heat
exchanger is flushed only by cold outside air supplied to heat exchanger at 450–470 K
and transferred via conic heat transfer element, thus, cooled to 520–540 K by gas.
In such heat exchangers the conic heat transfer element is formed by rolled metallic
mesh wire [1, 13].
There is no sufficient information on thermo-hydraulic characteristics of such grids
[12], and unavailable at all for some grid size. The work [18] presents experimental
studies of thermo-hydraulic characteristics of porous-net conic heat transfer elements
(mesh: 0.2 mm, wire diameter: 0.13 mm) of rotor heat exchanger with the power of 270
kW applied in transport gas-turbine engines. However, these studies were performed in
very narrow temperature range of matrix and heat carriers (in the experiments the net
matrix was flushed alternately by air at TA = 300–320 K, and, respectively, the temperature of net matrix TM varied in the same interval), whereas actually the temperature of
air and gas at the inlet of heat exchanger is in the range of 450–490 K and 870–970 K, respectively. A consequence of this fact was significant by 3–4% (absolute) disagreement
[1, 13] between experimentally obtained in the mode of matrix temperature in the range
of 500–900 K and calculated heat recovery rate of the heat exchanger using empirical
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dependence of the Colborne factor [12], obtained by experimental data [15]:
Jk = 0.11 · Rex−0.46 ,

(1)

0.00375
is the modified Reynolds criterion, Re is the Reynolds
p3
number, p is the matrix porosity.
In order to determine the verified dependence the thermo-hydraulic processes in
porous-net matrix were simulated. The calculated model was a fragment of heat transfer
matrix, composed of 10 layers of mesh wire with the step S and wire diameter D (Fig. 1).
The mathematical simulation was based on solution of a set of equations including the
Navier–Stokes equations. Calculated and theoretical estimations of power characteristics and state of thermo-hydraulic processes were obtained by means of ANSYS CFX
software [22]. Thermo-physical properties of air and gas were preset in the form of
spreadsheet dependences on temperature [7].
Numerical experiment was performed in the range of Reynolds numbers Re = 10–
70 (laminar flow). Flushing of matrix by air was performed up to its complete heating
or cooling. The temperatures of air TA and matrix TM were selected close to their actual
values in rotor heat exchanger upon heating TA = 965 K, TM = 300 K and cooling
TA = 500 K, TM = 965 K.
As a rule, the Colborne factor is presented as a function only of the Reynolds number
Jk = f (Rex ) [9, 16, 29]. In this work the calculated results were processed by the
procedure given elsewhere [1, 13].
For each selected time instance the modified Reynolds criterion Rex and the Colborne
factor Jk were determined, as well as the temperature factors for the case of heating T eheat
and cooling T ecool , calculated by the temperatures of matrix Tmatr and air flow at inlet
Tair in and outlet Tair out of heat exchanger:
where Rex = Re ·

T eheat = Tmatr /Tair in , T ecool = Tair out /Tmatr .

Figure 2: Porous-net matrix: S = 0.2 mm, D = 0.13 mm.
The parameters Rex , T e, Jk were determined as follows. For each selected value −
T e = const the value pair Rex , Jk was approximated in the form of polynomial:
Jk = A · RexB .
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Figure 3: Colborne factors of porous-net matrix upon heating Jkheat (a) and cooling Jkcool
(b) as a function of modified Reynolds number for various values of temperature factor
T e.
The coefficients A and B were determined by approximating linear dependences on
the temperature factor T e.
As a consequence, the dependences of Colborne factors were obtained for various
values of temperature factor T e (Fig. 3):
Jkheat = (0.036 · T eheat + 0.074) · Rex0.00631·T eheat −0.514 ,
Jkcool = (0.027 · T e cool + 0.091) · Rex−(0.143·T ecool +0.32) .

(2)

Equations (2) were verified by simulation of thermo-hydraulic processes using the
obtained approximating dependences (1) in porous-net matrix of heat exchanger of a
270 kW transport microturbine (Fig. 1) and comparison of the acquired results with the
known experimental data. In rotor heat exchanger the heat transfer elements are located
on rotating framework and are flushed alternately by hot and cold heat carriers during
operation. It was assumed that the matrix is composed of the mesh wire considered
above.
The calculated model was composed of sectors of cylindrical cells of heat exchanger
with the circumference of 0.0001m (Fig. 2). Conic heat transfer elements of heat exchangers were mathematically described as porous bodies [22, 24]. Thermo-hydraulic
processes upon flowing of gas/air were described by previously obtained dependences
for the Colborne factor (2), as well as by dependences of linear and quadratic coefficients
of resistance of porous-net matrix [19, 20]:
p3 · µ · Rex
,
α=ζ·
0.075 · d 2 · (1 + p · Rex )
β=ζ·

ρ · ReX
,
d · (1 + p · Rex )
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1
+ 1) is the friction factor, d = 4p/k is the hydraulic diameter
Rex
of matrix channels of heat exchanger, k is the matrix compactness [m2 /m3 ], ρ is the air
density [kg/m3 ].
where ζ = 0.5k · d · (

3.

Results and Discussion

The conditions, under which operates heat transfer element of rotating heat exchanger,
were simulated by alternate flushing of the calculation model by gas and air in one
calculation cycle (see Fig. 4). The alternate flushing of heat exchanger cell by gas and
air was performed until obtaining of steady mode. Such mode corresponded to variation
not exceeding 1% of amount of heat transferred from gas to air in two adjacent rotations.

Figure 4: Calculation model of conic porous-net element of rotor heat exchanger (flat
cross section): 1 – gas inlet (air outlet), 2 – gas outlet (air inlet), 3 – gas inlet duct, 4 –
air inlet duct, 5 – heat transfer matrix with guiding grid.
The following data were used in the calculations: heat exchanger rotation frequency
n = 24 min−1 ; gas (air) flow rate across the simulated matrix G = 1.334 · 10−5 kg/s
(corresponds to gas or air flow rate across overall heat exchanger G = 2 kg/s); the
temperature of gas Tgas = 965 K and air Tair = 470 K at heat exchanger inlet; the
pressure of gas Pgas = 101325 Pa and air Pair = 395167 Pa at heat exchanger inlet.
As a consequence of numerical simulation the distributions of pressure and temperature in heat transfer matrix of heat exchanger package were obtained (Figs. 5, 6), as well
as pressure drops in heat exchanger and temperatures of gas and air at the outlet of rotor
heat exchanger at any time of its rotation.
The heat recovery rates σ and hydraulic resistance P of heat exchanger were
determined by the equations:
Tmid − Tair
,
(3)
σ =
Tgas − Tair

(Pi · t)
P = i
,
(4)
t

i (Ti · t)
where Tmid =
is the average integral air temperature at heat exchanger
t
outlet in half of the time of its rotation; i is the number of current time increment; Ti is
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the air temperature at heat exchanger outlet at the i-th time step; t is the value of time
step; t is the half time of rotation of heat exchanger.

Figure 5: Temperature distribution in matrix in steady mode at the end of purging by air
(a) and gas (b).

Figure 6: Pressure distribution in matrix in steady mode at the end of purging by air (a)
and gas (b).
Table 1 summarizes the calculated characteristics of thermo-hydraulic processes in
rotor heat exchanger with conic porous-net heat transfer elements in comparison with
experimental data. The data in the Table evidence that the calculated characteristics of
simulated thermo-hydraulic process on the basis of the obtained Eq. 1 for the Colborne
factor provide closer (by 1.5%) agreement with the data of full-scale experiment [18].
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Table 1: Calculated and experimental values of heat recovery rate σ and pressure loss
with gas Pgas and air Pair of rotor heat exchanger with conic porous-net heat transfer
elements of a 270 kW microturbine.
Calculations in the basis of
empirical Eq. (1) verified dependences
[15].
of Colborne factor (2).

Experimental studies of full-scale
specimen of rotor heat exchanger
[18].

Pgas , Pa

3950

4130

4080

Pair , Pa

910

990

980

σ, %

86

83,5

84

4.

Conclusions
1. Thermo-hydraulic processes have been simulated in porous-net matrix composed
of 10 layers of metallic mesh wire used in heat transfer elements of rotor heat
exchangers of low-powered microturbines.
2. The dependences of Colborne factors have been verified, which describe heat
transfer upon heating and cooling of net heat transfer matrix of rotor heat exchanger
of traction microturbines.
3. The calculated results of simulated thermo-hydraulic process in rotor heat exchanger of a 270 kW microturbine based on the temperature dependences for
Colborne factor are in good agreement with the experimental data in the range of
one and a half percent.
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